
Septic Cleaning Truck
Specifications :

Price 20000

Brand Name CHINLION

Model Number CHL5070GXEDG6

Place of Origin CHINA

Min.Order Quantity 1

Payment Terms T/T

Supply Ability 100UNITS

Delivery Detail 30DAYS

Packaging Details RORO VESSEL

Detail Introduction :
PARAMETERS
Parameters FLM5070GXEDG6

Chassis Model EQ1075SJ3CDF

Emission Standard China VI

Suction Range (m) ?6

Tank Volume (m³) ?4.3

Full Tank Suction Time (min) ?4

Payload (kg) 3300

Dimension (L x W x H) (mm) 5935×2000×2520

FEATURES
The truck adopts a circular container that matches with an integrally pressed butterfly head, providing
better pressure bearing performance.
The container is designed with a double hole cover, which makes cleaning and maintenance faster
more convenient. Both sides are equipped with large toolboxes, with a total volume of 0.8 cubic
meters (the toolbox on the right is used to place the suction tube). The sewage tank liquid level
display adopts an imported liquid level display device, which is easy to observe, easy to disassemble,
easy to clean, and easy to maintain.
The discharge port adopts a flange-connected stainless steel floating ball valve, which can self-
compensate the gap and maintain good long-term sealing. It is driven by an electric push rod, which
can be controlled in the cab and at the rear of the vehicle.
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The suction port adopts a suction and discharge dual-purpose infusion device, which can rotate 360
degrees. It also has a quick dredging and cleaning window, which can be used for extraction
operations at the same time, with a wider range of operations and more convenient cleaning.
The truck is equipped with multiple safety devices such as the anti-overflow valve, the overpressure
safety valve, and a full tank alarm. It can effectively prevent the tank from over-sucking, or
development of high pressure during reverse discharge, to ensure a normal operation of the vacuum
pump and personal safety of the staff.
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